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The domain-server: direct prediction of protein
domain-homologies from BLAST search
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Abstract
Results: A WWW server for protein domain homology
prediction, based on BLAST search and a simple data-mining algorithm (Hegyi,H. and Pongor,S. (1993) Comput.
Appl. Biosci., 9, 371–372), was constructed providing a
tabulated list and a graphic plot of similarities.
Availability: http://www.icgeb.trieste.it/domain. Mirror site
is available at http://sbase.abc.hu/domain. A standalone
programme will be available on request.
Contact: pongor@icgeb.trieste.it
Supplementary information: A series of help files is
available at the above addresses.
Difficult’ protein domain homologies — e.g. those that are
not included in protein motif databases — can be best predicted by visual evaluation of database search results and
scrutinizing database record annotations. This laborious procedure can be facilitated by a simple algorithm, FTHOM
(Hegyi and Pongor, 1993), that systematically compares the
alignments with the feature table of each database entry. The
result is a ranked list of the most probable domain homologies. The problem of finding weak domain homologies can
be best described as a sorting task. The strategy used by the
original FTHOM algorithm is to re-sort the search output according to the name of the domains that the individual alignments hit in each database record (Hegyi and Pongor, 1993).
In the present version we apply an additional sorting dimension, the sequence position within the query. The domain
similarities are projected back to the query sequence, and so
local similarities will produce peaks in a similarity versus
sequence plot. The main improvements and modifications
are the following:
(a) Use of BLAST 1.4 (Altschul et al., 1990) instead of
FASTA (Lipman and Pearson, 1985) gave an increase
in speed and sensitivity, the latter is due to the separate
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scoring of individual short alignments (contigs) and to
the complexity-filtering (Wootton, 1994).
Standardization of domain names. In sequence databases, protein domains are often described under similar but not identical names. Instead of these, we now
employ standardized names developed for the SBASE
protein domain library (Murvai et al., 1999). For PIR
searches we have retained the domain names used in
Protfam (Mewes et al., 1998).
Preprocessing of the annotations. The feature table of
the protein sequence database is now preprocessed into
an indexed database and information is retrieved ‘on
the fly’ as the program processes the search output.
This makes it possible for us to include additional databases, such as the PIR International Sequence Database
(Barker et al., 1998).
Each domain similarity found is characterized by a
number of parameters such as: (i) number of times the
domain type was hit by the query (NSD), (ii) cumulative similarity score (SUM), (iii) average score (SUM/
NSD), and (iv) maximal similarity score found (MSC).
In addition, the number of times a given domain type
occurs in the database (GN) is also given in the output.
This makes it possible to find out how ‘typical’ a new
domain similarity is. Namely, if the query is similar to
the majority of the entries of a given domain type, the
similarity is probably not accidental. For example, the
query used in Figure 1A (C1S_HUMAN of Swissprot)
is similar to 175 out of 285 trypsin-like domains in the
PROTFAM database. On the other hand, the query is
strongly homologous to only 5 entries out of 496
‘COMPLEMENT FACTOR H REPEAT HOMOLOGY’ (Sushi) domains in the database.
Graphic plotting of selected domain similarity scores
along the query sequence whereby significant domain
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similarities will show up as peaks. These plots — in a
successful case — will reflect the domain architecture
of the query (Figure 1B), in addition to the list of constituent domains (Figure 1A). We note that the evaluation requires biological knowledge. The server does
not report the number of domains found within the
query, e.g. the large peak in Figure 1B represents two
complement factor H homology (Sushi) domains.
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Fig. 1. FTHOM output obtained on the C1S protein (C1S_HUMAN,
heavy and light chains) run against the PIR-International database.
(A) Tabulated output of best domain homologies. (B) Graphic output
of the same. The numerical values of the local homologies are
multiplied by a common scaling factor (100 in this case) and
smoothed with a window of 15 positions. (The picture in the output
is in colours. The arrows are added only here, for better identification.) It is noted that the output reflects the correct domain structure
of the protein, shown as a cartoon below the diagram (‘cofh’
indicates complement factor H homology, see text for other
abbrevieations).
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